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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning and welcome to the fiscal year 2022 ECI Executive Planning Webinar.  I’m Dana McGrath, Director for Early Childhood Intervention at the Texas Health and Human Services Commission, and I’m joined today by ECI Policy Team Lead Sharon Stone; Associate Director Travis Duke; and Manager of Policy and Support Cecilia Berrios, as well as Paul Nixon from our training team who will be helping to moderate the webinar today.



Today’s Topics
• 87th Legislature
 Final appropriations and performance 

measures
 Significant budget riders and legislation

• Next steps to adjust contract amounts for 
American Rescue Plan funds and 
personnel development grant funds

• Sustainability and efficiency initiatives 
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This webinar will cover:The final fiscal year 2022 and 2023 appropriations amounts and performance measure targetsSignificant budget riders and bills that we’ll be implementingNext steps needed to adjust your FY22 contract amounts based on one-time funding opportunitiesAnd a reminder about some of the sustainability and efficiency initiatives we have completed or will be undertaking to help maximize resources



87th Legislature
Appropriations and Performance Measures

• Early Childhood Intervention (ECI) received 
essentially level funding for the 2022-2023 
biennium.

• Total funding for ECI services in Fiscal Year 
(FY) 2022 is $168.9 million and for FY 2023 is 
$170.1 million. 
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As you know, during the last legislative session, HHSC made an exceptional item request for increased funding for the ECI program one of its highest priorities, and we received an additional $31M in general revenue during the 86th legislative session. For a variety of reasons, including COVID impacts on caseloads and hours of service delivered, we were not able to spend all of the increased funds, lapsing a larger than usual amount in FY 20. Following the redistribution of some FY 21 funds, we should be on pace to lapse a much smaller, more typical amount this fiscal year.During the 87th session, the Senate proposed a decrease to ECI funding, while the House proposed an amount that was on par with the Health and Human Services Commission’s Legislative Appropriations Request. In the end, the Legislature passed a budget for ECI that followed the House amounts, allowing the program to maintain current per child appropriated funding levels, as we’ll see on the next slide.



87th Legislature
Appropriations and Performance Measures

• This appropriation is based on the following 
projections:
 Average monthly cost per child of $433.61 

in FY 2022 and $433.61 in FY 2023 
 Average of 32,456 children per month 

served in comprehensive services in FY 
2022 and 32,699 in FY 2023

 Average of 2.74 hours of service per 
month delivered per child
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The FY22-23 performance targets maintain the current “cost” or funding level per child of $433.61, while decreasing targets for the number of children to be served and hours of service to be delivered. It’s important to note that while the number of children to be served and hours of service to be delivered are below our current FY 21 targets, they are above our current system performance on these metrics, so while technically a decrease, they do allow for growth from where we are right now.The next slides take a closer look at how these metrics compare to historical and current performance.



87th Legislature
Appropriations and Performance 
Measures — Historical Comparisons
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Presentation Notes
As you can see, the funding per child of $433 maintains the increase we received during the 86th legislative session, which reversed a more than eight-year decline in the target funding levels per child.  Also, worth pointing out here is that for 2021, for the first time the actual cost per child is trending towards higher than the target cost per child due to serving fewer kids with more funding this year. 



87th Legislature
Appropriations and Performance 
Measures — Historical Comparisons
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While the target number of children to be served represents a decrease from our current target, since we have only reached 90% of the current target, in terms of actual performance it will allow for us to increase the number of children we are serving from the number we are seeing right now. 



87th Legislature
Appropriations and Performance 
Measures — Historical Comparisons
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And here you can see how the new target of 2.74 hours compares to both historical targets and performance.  A target of 2.74 will put us slightly closer to our system’s actual performance this year, which as of May was at 2.34 average hours, which is 85.4% of the target.



87th Legislature 
Significant Budget Riders and Legislation

• Rider 73 limits the amount of federal funds 
that can be used for ECI without written 
approval from the Legislative Budget Board 
(LBB) and the Governor.

• Rider 74 requires ECI to report certain 
performance metrics and contract 
milestones to the LBB and the Governor 
annually. 
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As always, ECI is mentioned in a number of budget riders, most of which have not changed from previous years, but I did want to highlight two riders that had slight modifications or new implications for us this year. Rider 73 is not a new rider, but because we are due to receive some additional federal Part C funding this year from the American Rescue Plan that was not taken into account in the amounts appropriated to us in the budget bill this year, it does mean that we will need to request formal approval from the LBB and the Governor to spend these new, one-time funds. Governor Abbott has also announced that there will be a special session to determine how to allocate federal COVID relief funds, and it’s unclear at this time if ECI’s American Rescue Plan dollars will be part of that discussion. Rider 74 is not new either; we’ve been reporting on the items listed in this rider for years, including information by contractor and month of service on how many children are being served, how much you’re being reimbursed, and how much you’re collecting from private insurance and from families. A slight change this year is that the formerly quarterly report on insurance and family cost share amounts has been shifted to an annual report, which will not impact you as we’ll continue to collect your financial reports at the same intervals as we have in the past; however, I mention this rider just to highlight that there are several pieces of system performance and contracting information that we continue to regularly report downtown.There were also some riders proposing to study ECI financing and insurance coverage issues, but those were not ultimately included in the final bill, so in the end, there are no completely new riders impacting ECI this year.And now I’m going to turn it over to Sharon to share information about the bills that were signed into law that impact ECI.�



87th Legislature 
Significant Budget Riders and Legislation

• HB 4 allows Medicaid and the Children’s 
Health Insurance Program (CHIP) recipients 
to receive targeted case management and 
physical therapy via telehealth and requires 
reimbursement.

• HB 1363 allows physical therapists who have 
a doctorate and who have completed a 
residency or fellowship or are certified by an 
entity approved by the board to provide 
treatment for up to 15 consecutive business 
days without a prescription from a physician.
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Only a few bills impacting ECI made it all the way through the legislative process during the 87th session, and none represent a major impact to us. House Bill 4 allows Medicaid and CHIP recipients to receive a broader range of services, including targeted case management and physical therapy, via telehealth, and requires MCOs to reimburse those services. Those services have been allowed as a flexibility during the pandemic, and passage of HB 4 makes those permanent. This takes effect September 1.House Bill 1363 allows physical therapists with a doctoral degree who have either completed a residency or fellowship or are certified by an entity approved by Texas Board of Physical Therapy Examiners to provide treatment for up to15 consecutive business days without a physician’s prescription. This is also effective September 1.



87th Legislature 
Significant Budget Riders and Legislation

• SB 40 allows speech-language pathology 
assistants and interns to provide telehealth 
services and allows supervision and 
observation via telehealth. 

• SB 475 requires all state agency contracts 
which authorize contractors to access, 
transmit or store agency data to require the 
contractor to meet certain security controls, 
and to provide evidence they meet the 
required controls.
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Senate Bill 40 allows all licensed speech-language pathology providers, including assistants and interns to provide services via telehealth. It also allows supervision and observation of these providers via telehealth. This takes effect immediately.Senate Bill 475 requires all state agency contracts which authorize contractors to access, transmit or store agency data to include a provision requiring the contractor to meet security controls the agency determines. The contractor will need to periodically provide evidence they meet the required security controls. At this time, we don’t know what security controls HHSC will require, or what the process for providing evidence will be. Any requirements additional to the current requirements will be included in a contract amendment at a later date, and we will communicate any specific instructions in a numbered document.  



Next Steps
• FY 2022 contracts reflecting FY 2022 

allocations and performance measures 
executed by 8/31.

• Amendments to FY 2022 contracts to 
add one-time American Rescue Plan 
funding, as well as funding from the 
personnel retention grant funding and 
Texas Workforce Commission. Contract 
language may be added to implement 
new requirements.
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In terms of next steps, all of you should have received an email with your regular FY 2022 child counts and budget amounts last Thursday. Once we receive your proposed budgets back and approve those, the FY 22 contracts can begin routing here for HHSC approvals in July, with the documents reaching you for signature sometime in late July or early August. You will see a few new clauses in the contract that are meant to address items we committed to in our federal monitoring corrective action plan, including a statement that the Grantee must continue to successfully perform all contractual responsibilities through the effective date of any contract termination, and that HHSC reserves all available rights and remedies following termination or non-renewal. Also to address required corrective actions is language to reflect that a contractor taking over a new service area will be expected to review the IFSPs of any families they are taking over and provide any needed compensatory services identified within agreed upon timeframes.While our overall funding per child was maintained, some of you will be seeing a decrease in your contract amounts based on the number of children you actually served in FY 2021 and are targeted to serve in FY 2022, as well as your Medicaid case mix. We are not holding any funding back to make mid-year adjustments. Therefore, if we do have contractors who are significantly exceeding their target enrollment and meeting their delivered hours target, we reserve the right to adjust downward those contractors who are not meeting these metrics in order to fund the services being provided to those contractors who are exceeding them. After the fiscal year begins and any further legislative direction is received, if needed, we’ll begin the process to amend everyone’s contracts to add any available one-time American Rescue Plan funds for FY22. At this time we still do not have clarity on how much that will be, timing for that, or what may else may be required for use of those funds. In addition, as we move into our second year of the personnel retention grant we received from OSEP, we will also be targeting about half of our contracted programs for financial assistance to support specific retention strategies. All ECI programs will also receive benefits from the grant activities, including the ability to have some of your service coordinators and EISs participate in a community of practice and some statewide professional development opportunities for staff and leadership at your programs, but again, programs with the highest turnover rates will also receive additional funds to support retention activities in their program and those funds should also be added to qualifying contracts in fiscal year 2022. We are also in talks with the Texas Workforce Commission about the potential to receive stimulus funding from them to do more local education and training events for child care programs and Workforce Board staff on early childhood development, developmental screenings, and coordination with ECI, similar to some of what was done with the Preschool Development Grant funds a couple of years ago. If that works out, we will also be adding funding to the contracts for those who want to participate in this opportunity.In this round of amendments there may also be some new contract language to address requirements added by the 87th legislature or agency initiatives. This could include the new expectations for IT security requirements added by SB 475 that Sharon spoke about earlier if we determine that implementing that bill necessitates a change to the contract language.We will also be implementing a new requirement this year for ECI contractors to begin reporting local level complaint and inquiry information to us. We are still in the very early stages of working through exactly what types of things will be required to be reported and the logistics of how best to receive those reports, so there will be much more information to come on this, but I wanted to give you a heads up that this new requirement will also likely be reflected in a contract amendment, and we will be rolling out more details about what’s needed from you as soon as we can.



Sustainability and 
Efficiency Initiatives

• Redistributing contract funds to avoid 
lapse and address needs.

• Supporting personnel retention 
activities.

• Providing coaching and early brain 
development training.

• Amending rules to streamline 
credentialing requirements.

• Securing electronic signature 
technology. 
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As always, we will continue to do what we can to identify opportunities to improve, to seek additional funding, and to use our available dollars in the most efficient and effective ways we can. And I wanted to use this opportunity to highlight a few of the different sustainability and efficiency initiatives we’ve undertaken over the last biennium:This year and last year, we made adjustments to the ECI contracts in the summer to redistribute funding from contractors who were facing a likely lapse to those who were facing a likely shortfall in order to try to expend as much of our contract funding to meet programs’ and families’ needs as possible. We applied for and received an OSEP grant to support personnel retention that I discussed on the previous slide. We applied for funding from the Episcopal Health Foundation to support foundational and master coach training and early brain development training for a significant number of ECI practitioners.We have a rules project in progress that will incorporate changes to the EIS credentialing requirements that will make it easier for programs to recruit and hire qualified staff, among other things.We purchased electronic signature technology to support remote service delivery during the pandemic that we have been able to continue to sustain and are in the processing of trying to secure long-term. 



Sustainability and 
Efficiency Initiatives
• Bulk purchasing Battelle 

Developmental Inventory (BDI) and 
Developmental Assessment for Young 
Children (DAYC) materials.  

• Assigning a dedicated managed care 
organization liaison.

• Undertaking an assessment of our 
child find system.
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 We continued our bulk purchase of BDI electronic records forms and are in the process of securing bulk discounts and purchases of the BDI-3 kits and also of DAYC-2 materials.We worked with Medicaid to assign a dedicated liaison for ECI complaints related to challenges with MCOsWe have been undertaking a major assessment of our child find system to identify strengths and areas for improvement.And I think it’s important to revisit and remind ourselves of these initiatives periodically as we continue to do a number of things to be proactive and to try to look creatively at the resources we have available to us as well as being open to new opportunities and approaches, and we intend to continue to do that.  



Thank you
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And with that, I’ll thank you all for attending today and doing what you do year-round to serve children and families. We so appreciate your dedication to ECI and the families we help support. Know that we are always looking for ways to continuously improve our system and our services, and we’re grateful for your partnership with that.
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